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Abstract
Millimeter wave (mmWave) technology is gaining momentum because of its
ability to provide high data rates. However, in addition to other challenges
in the operation of mmWave systems, developing cell search algorithms is a
challenge due to high path loss, directional transmission, and excessive sensitivity to blockage at mmWave frequencies. Thus, the cell search schemes
of long term evolution (LTE) cannot be used with mmWave networks. Exhaustive and iterative search algorithms have been proposed in literature for
carrying out cell search in mmWave systems. The exhaustive search offers
high probability of detection with high discovery delay while the iterative
approach offers low probability of detection with low discovery delay. In this
work, we propose a hybrid algorithm that combines the strengths of exhaustive and iterative methods. We compare the three algorithms in terms of
misdetection probability and discovery delay and show that hybrid search is
a smarter algorithm that achieves a desired balance between probability of
detection performance and discovery delay.
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Chapter 1
Introduction and Motivation
“There’s a difference between the way we approach 5G
spectrum and the rest of the world. We will allocate
5G spectrum faster than any other nation on the planet.
We then will get out of the way and let innovation and
competition reign.” — Tom Wheeler (Chairman FCC)

1.1

Motivation

The fourth generation (4G) of mobile communication has been a tremendous
breakthrough in cellular industry. With the proliferation of smart phones,
tablets, and ever increasing number of devices that are connected to the
Internet, data rate demands continue to rise. Furthermore, interesting new
applications that go beyond personal communications are further anticipated
to increase the number of portable devices to tens or hundreds of billions
[28, 44, 53]. With the deployment and maturity of 4G, researchers are now
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Figure 1.1: The Future with 5G
beginning to ponder over the question of what’s next [17]?
This curiosity has led to the dawn of fifth generation (5G) of mobile
communication. 5G is not just an incremental advancement on 4G but a
quantum leap as it is capable of providing massive amounts of bandwidth,
very high download speeds, and unmatched antenna gains [15]. In comparison to mega bit download speeds of 4G, 5G provides data rates on the order
of giga bits per second (Gbps). By the virtue of the annual visual network
index (VNI) report, released by Cisco, we now have a timeline of 2020 by
which the vision of 5G will become a reality [27].
5G is timely and capable of reinforcing the concepts of cloud computing [72, 92], resource pooling [90], software defined networking [36, 78], and
network function virtualization [25,35], etc. The most interesting application
bolstered by 5G is Internet of Things (IoT) [91], which is a concept whereby
anything and everything will be on the Internet. Interestingly enough, there
will be a point in time when more things are connected to the Internet than
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Figure 1.2: FCC Spectrum Chart [54]
people. Moreover, 5G is envisioned to make self driving cars capable of time
critical decisions and providing virtual reality experience.
Imagine how fascinating it would be if students do not need to bring back
pack to the university; instead they could stand under a 5G access point and
download whole books. 5G is the key enabler for this concept of information
shower, whereby high speed access points mounted on roadways, sidewalks,
universities will be able to provide all the necessary information in seconds.
Because of providing high download speeds, 5G will significantly enhance
user’s quality of experience (QoE), e.g, heavy movies like Captain America
can be downloaded in seconds using 5G rather than minutes with 4G.
This huge excitement in the world of 5G boils down to the simplest question of how to achieve the high data rate and bandwidth goals? To answer
this question, we refer the reader to Fig. 1.2, which shows two slices from
the United States Federal Communications Commission (FCC) spectrum
chart. The upper slice shows low frequency spectrum and the lower slice
contains high carrier frequencies. The current legacy systems utilize the upper slice, i.e., the low frequency spectrum from 3 GHz – 30 GHz. This band
of frequencies that is allocated to military, cellular service provides, etc, is
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crowded and does not has any more capacity. The brilliant idea of moving up in the frequency spectrum, i.e., using the band from 30 GHz – 300
GHz, in order to have channels that can provide much higher data rates and
bandwidth is the foundation for 5G communication and the corresponding
band of carrier frequencies is called millimeter wave (mmWave) frequency
band [23, 31, 38, 56, 58, 59, 69].
Note that this intriguing concept of mmWave frequency band is not new
but as old as wireless communication itself. In fact, J.C. Bose, in 1895 at
Calcutta, India, carried out his research using frequencies as high as 60 GHz.
He later presented his research at Royal Institution, London in 1898. Lebedew, (around the same time) in Russia, also demonstrated results using high
carrier frequencies that are classified today as mmWave spectrum. Realizing
the tremendous potential of mmWaves for future communications, Theodore.
S. Rapport stated:
This is probably the biggest thing that has happened to the wireless industry in the last 20 years since Qualcomm shook the world
with the idea of code division multiple access (CDMA), moving the
processing from RF filters of the old analog phones down to base
band where silicon and chips could do the processing. MmWave
technology is just that fundamental, where the wavelengths are as
small as a finger nail, allowing new antennas to go on a portable
device.....thousands of antennas on a base station (BS) and hundreds of antennas on the portable device. This is a completely new
approach to wireless communication; brand new theories, brand
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new techniques, new standards, propagation laws, channel models, standardization techniques, all are wide open. It is really the
dawn of an entire new age.

1.2

Contribution

MmWave technology is a relatively recent field. The bulk of information that
exists on mmWave systems need to be organized and categorized in order to
provide a manageable overview of the state-of-the-art. In particular, initial
access with mmWave systems is a challenge due to their peculiar characteristics of high frequency/short wavelength, high path loss, directivity, and
sensitivity to obstacles, which makes this area ripe for research and novel
ideas/new algorithms are particularly welcomed by the researchers in the
field. Understanding that, we make the following specific contributions:
1. We summarize and overview the key characteristics of mmWave systems that distinguish them from legacy systems and run through the
recent research in the area of initial access with mmWave technology
(Chap. 2, Chap. 3).
2. Going deep in the area of initial access, we develop a mathematical
framework in order to study the existing cell search solutions. Using
that theoretical framework, we enhance the existing study by proposing a new algorithm called hybrid search, which is based on the idea
of combining the strengths of the two well-established schemes (i.e.,
exhaustive and iterative) in the cell search literature (Chap. 4).
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3. We perform a comparative analysis by analyzing the misdetection probability and discovery delay of the three cell search algorithms along four
aspects: signal-to-noise-ratio (SNR), separation distance between base
station and user equipment, user orientation with respect to the base
station, and search beamwidth (Chap. 5).
4. Towards the end, we identify the open research questions and challenges
in order to provide directions for future research Chap. 6).
The concept of unleashing the bandwidth by moving up in the frequency
spectrum has attracted considerable attention from the research community. Specifically, two notable research groups led by Robert W. Heath (at
University of Texas, Austin) [3] and Theodore S. Rappaport (at New York
University) [2] are actively working in this area.
With the realization of the great impact that mmWave technology has
for 5G, researchers and practitioners are relentlessly working in the field and
there is a need for a strong work that could benefit communication system
engineers. Our work is timely due to the emerging new trends and research
in this domain and successful small scale real world deployment/testing of
mmWave systems. The objective of this work is to benefit the communication
community by organizing the existing literature on initial access for mmWave
systems and presenting a hybrid cell search scheme that achieves a balanced
trade-off between detection probability and discovery delay.

Chapter 2
Hallmarks of mmWave Systems
“Over the last 40 years, computer clock speeds and memory sizes rose by as much as six orders of magnitude.
Yet communications frequencies have barely moved. The
only hope to meet mobile traffic demand is to utilize
more spectrum.” — Theodore S. Rappaport (Director
of Wireless Research Group at New York University)
Being an influential technology, several standardization efforts for mmWave
wireless personal area networks (WPAN)/wireless local area networks (WLAN)
are underway, such as ECMA-387 [8, 70], IEEE 802.15.3c [4], and IEEE
802.11ad [6]. The key frequency bands in mmWave spectrum, which have attracted considerable attention from the research community because of their
favorable propagation characteritics are 28–30 GHz (also known as the local
multi-point distribution service), 60 GHz (license free band), and E-band
that includes 71–76 GHz, 81–86 GHz, and 92–95 GHz [23].

7
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MmWave systems have some peculiar characteristics of high path loss,
directivity, and sensitivity to blockage by humans as well as obstacles. These
attributes make communication with mmWave systems a challenge. Nevertheless, persistent efforts by the researchers in the field has debunked the
myth that communication at higher frequencies is not possible [55,71,86]. In
this chapter, we give a gist of these design challenges and dig deep into the
range, propagation laws, and channel measurements for mmWave systems.

2.1

High Path Loss

MmWave systems operate at very high carrier frequencies, due to which they
experience high path loss in comparison to traditional cellular systems that
operate at low frequencies. By Friis equation [65], the free space propagation
loss (F SP L) is proportional to the square of carrier frequency f :

F SP L = (4 ∗ π ∗ R ∗ f )2

(2.1)

where R is the radial distance between transmit and receive antennas. To
give an idea on the additional path loss experienced at high frequencies, we
recommend the use of Eq. 2.1 to calculate that the path loss beared at 28
GHz, 38 GHz, 60 GHz, and 73 GHz is approximately 11, 15, 24, and 29
decibels (dB) more than that at 2.5 GHz. In addition to that, a serious
concern associated with using high carrier frequencies for communication
is that they experience high rain attenuation, atmospheric, and molecular
absorption losses [1, 45, 61].
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Figure 2.1: Sea level attenuation vs Frequency [75].
We refer the reader to Fig. 2.1 that shows attenuation for different operating frequencies. The white circle in Fig. 2.1 show the frequency bands
that experience low attenuation. In particular, these frequency bands (i.e.,
28 GHz and 38 GHz) are considered suitable for future 5G communications.1
The green circles mark the frequency bands (e.g., 73 GHz) whose free space
propagation characteristics are comparable to modern cellular frequencies
while blue circle shows frequencies with greater attenuation (e.g., 60 GHz)
that are suitable only for short range indoor communications. Note that rain
attenuation and oxygen absorption losses are more significant in the 60 GHz
and 73 GHz bands as compared to the 28 GHz and 38 GHz bands [56].
This challenge of high isotropic path loss is not insurmountable as mmWaves
facilitate small antenna sizes and thereby the use of large antenna arrays. The
high beamforming gains achieved by using directional transmission compensates for high path loss. The directional transmission between a base station
(BS) and a user equipment (UE) is shown graphically in Fig. 2.2. With
1

Zhao and Li [61] studied the effect of rain attenuation at these frequencies by considering a very heavy rainfall of 25mm/hour and found out that rain attenuation is only 1.4
dB at 28 GHz and 1.6 dB at 38 GHz, thereby implying that rain attenuation could be
compensated for by proper link design in future mmWave cellular systems.
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Figure 2.2: Directional Transmission.
small cell sizes (on the order of 200m) becoming the norm in order to improve
spectral efficiency, rain attenuation, atmospheric, and molecular absorption
losses do not cause any significant additional path loss and channel measurements in real world environments have ensured the feasibility of high carrier
frequencies for future wireless systems [16, 18, 52, 66, 69, 75, 83, 93].
Due to high attenuation losses, the license free band at 60 GHz contains no
significant multipath component and relies on line of sight (LoS) transmission
for communication [14,21,30,37,68,82,88,95]. To elaborate, consider the line
of sight (LoS) channel model proposed in 802.11ad for indoor environments
at 60 GHz [6], which shows that direct path contains maximum energy and
can simply be regarded as additive white gaussian noise (AWGN) channel
while the non line of sight (NLoS) channel model contains no direct path and
the number of paths with considerable amount of energy is small.
On the other hand, the channel measurements at 28 GHz, 38 GHz, and 73
GHz show strong signal reception even in NLoS channel conditions from cell
sites that are in the range of 100 - 200 m [16,18,52,66,69,75,83,93]. We further
refer the reader to [56] in order to have a look at the path loss exponent
measurements for LoS and NLoS channels at a specific operating frequency
using fixed antenna gain and a particular beamwidth. Having discussed
the path loss and channel characteristics, we next move on to discussing
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directional transmission.

2.2

Directivity

The high path loss of mmWaves is compensated using directional transmissions [73,84]. Due to the advances in complementary-metal-oxide-semiconductor
(CMOS) technology, large electrically steerable antenna arrays that are capable of providing high beamforming gains and consequently magnitudes of
increase in capacity are possible [32, 42, 68]. In order to steer a beam in a
desired direction, the phase of the signal transmitted by each antenna element present on large antenna arrays that are realized as metal patterns on
circuit board is controlled such that the directed beam contains aggregated
signal power [10, 42, 49, 50]. This scheme is referred to as beamforming.
This way, using beamforming, the high path loss is compensated without
the need to increase transmit power. Note that beamforming gain is high
in the desired direction and negligible in other directions. In order to make
the transmitter and receiver direct their beams towards each other, beam
training is needed and many beam training algorithms that reduce beam
alignment time have been proposed in literature [60, 85, 89]. In comparison
to the beamfoming used with microwaves (µ-Waves), mmWaves enable much
narrower search beams that offer high gains. This feature is shown pictorially
in Fig. 2.2.
The three physical architectures used for realizing beamforming are: digital beamforming, analog beamforming, and hybrid beamforming. Digital
beamforming allows the creation of multiple beams and sending them simul-
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Figure 2.3: Antenna array (left) and mmWaves vs µ-Waves search beam
(right) [5].
taneously in multiple directions, thereby reducing discovery time but at the
expense of high power consumption and costly architecture. This high power
and cost is associated with the number of antennas/baseband to RF chains2
(as digital beamforming uses an RF chain per antenna element). Analog
beamforming, on the other hand, uses one beam/baseband to RF chain per
time slot for searching [87]. It is less complex, consumes less power but can
delay discovery process. Hybrid beamforming achieves a good balance between analog and digital beamforming by using a large number of antennas
with limited number of RF chains [43]. Note that these beamforming architectures and the appropriateness of a particular architecture for use in a
certain scenario are the design issues related to physical layer. We reviewed
these schemes purely for the purpose of self-containment and have summarized the hardware complexity, power requirements, and search time for each
of the three schemes in Table 2.1.
2

RF chain includes analog to digital and digital to analog converters, power amplifier,
mixers, upconverters, etc
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Table 2.1: Comparison Between BF architectures
Architecture Hardware
complexity

Power Requirements

Search
Time

Analog

Low

Low

High

Digital

High

High

Low

Hybrid

Reasonable

Reasonable

Reasonable

2.3

Sensitivity to Blockage

MmWaves, due to operating at very high carrier frequencies have extremely
small wavelength. For example, the wavelengths at 28 GHz, 38 GHz, 60 GHz,
and 73 GHz are approximately 11mm, 8mm, 5mm, and 4mm respectively.
Electromagnetic waves have weak ability to diffract around objects whose
size is considerably larger than the wavelength. Thus, mmWave systems are
highly sensitive to blockage by humans as well as obstacles.
In particular, the human body can attenuate mmWave signals by as much
as 35 dB [51,64]. Objects like brick and glass can cause an attenuation around
80 dB and 50 dB respectively [11, 13, 69, 93]. Human mobility, which is high
in indoor environments, can introduce significant intermittency in mmWave
links and relay nodes may be used in order to ensure reliability [82].
In addition to that, deafness is also a blockage problem that occurs when
main beams of transmitter and receiver do not point towards each other,
thereby preventing the establishment of a communication link [26,79]. Deafness simultaneously provides the benefit of reducing interference as well as the
detriment of complicating link establishment phase [81]. Hence, in mmWave
systems, we move from the interference limited to the noise limited regime,
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Figure 2.4: Sensitivity to Blockage
which significantly affects coordination mechanisms such as initial access,
resource allocation, to name a few.
If the communication path between the transmitter and receiver gets
blocked due to stationary or moving humans and objects, then an alternate
communication path needs to be searched. With the result, beamforming
overhead, discovery delay, etc will be elevated. Thus, due to randomly located
objects, the traditional notion of cell boundary needs to be redefined with
mmWaves. Consequently, researchers are moving towards the paradigm of
dynamic cell ; whereby cell boundries are dynamically remodeled to meet
quality of service (QoS) requirements in applications such as high definition
television (HDTV) and overcome blockage.
Due to sensitivity to blockage, mmWave channels are sparser than classical cellular systems. In order to provide better coverage, the idea of heterogeneous networks (HetNets) is gaining attention whereby both mmWave
and µ-Waves BS operate in combination. This can compensate for the intermittency in mmWave links due to blockage [94]. Thus, mmWaves could
be deployed in two modes depending on the geographical constraints of the
environment: stand-alone mode (i.e., a complete mmWave network) and in-
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tegrated networks (i.e., containing both mmWave and µ-Wave systems).

High path loss and directionality in combination with blockage and deafness makes coordination mechanism in mmWave systems a key design concern. Coordination mechanisms typically include synchronization, initial
access, resource allocation, interference management, handovers, etc [79].
These issues are typically dealt with at the medium access control (MAC)
layer and need to be modified in order to become suitable for use with
mmWave systems [33, 34]. For the purpose of our study, we focus only on
initial access in the next chapter. However, the interested reader is referred
to [79] for a more thorough study.

Chapter 3
Initial Access: Opportunity or
Challenge?
“The real motivation for thinking about using millimeter
wave carrier frequencies instead of lower frequencies is
just that there is the potential to have channels with
much.... much larger bandwidths.” — Robert W. Heath
(Professor at University of Texas, Austin)
Initial Access (IA) is a process by which a base station (BS) and user
equipment (UE) establish a physical connection with each other, after which
the formal communication starts. The process of IA consists of three steps:
cell search, extraction of system information, and random access. Cell search
is the method during which UE searches for the BS and associates with the
one from which it receives the strongest signal. Once the connection has
been established, the BS and UE exchange important system information
such as cell configurations, downlink and uplink bandwidth, frequency band,
16
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number of transmit antennas, cell identity, etc in a process called extraction
of system information. UE, having searched for an appropriate BS and extracted system information, next obtains a channel for communicating with
the BS by sending channel reservation request to BS using contention-based
or contention-free protocols, a scheme referred to as random access. At the
conclusion of IA process, the user is connected to the data plane and able
to transmit/receive actual data. The process of IA gets complicated with
mmWave systems due to their hallmarks of high path loss, directional transmission, and sensitivity to obstacles.
In this chapter, we overview the current state of the art with IA. In particular, our discussion revolves around two topics. We first discuss the IA
procedure of long term evolution (LTE), as it can be considered a technological predecessor for mmWave systems and provides the necessary foundation
based on which IA for mmWave technology can be designed. Then we move
towards discussing the design of synchronization signal that is used with
LTE. The process of aligning beams between the transmitter and receiver
takes time. In order to improve this beam alignment time, several efficient
beamforming algorithms and detector design have been proposed in literature
that we briefly discuss.

3.1

Related Work

The current cellular systems such as long term evolution (LTE) have support
for beamforming and multi-antenna technologies [77]. LTE carries out cell
search using a two step synchronization procedure. First, the LTE BS omni-
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Figure 3.1: Range Mismatch Problem [20].
directionally transmits pilot signals (without exploiting beamforming); once
a link with the UE has been established, formal communication takes place
using directional transmission. With mmWaves, it is important to exploit
antenna gain even during cell search. Otherwise, the high antenna gains
would create a disparity between the range at which a cell can be detected
(before beamforming directions are known and the antenna gain is not available) and the range at which reasonable data rates can be achieved using
beamforming. This problem is referred to as range mismatch problem or
asymmetry in gain problem [48, 67]. The range mismatch problem is shown
graphically in Fig. 3.1, whereby white circle marks the range that can be covered using omnidirectional transmission and blue circle identifies the range
with directional transmission. If cell search does not exploit antenna gain
then mobiles outside the white circle may go undetected despite being capable of high data rates. This means that IA process of LTE, despite providing
a good foundation can not be used for mmWave systems. Having said that,
the synchronization signal design of LTE provides the necessary ground work
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Figure 3.2: Synchronization Signal and Initial Access.
for mmWave synchronization signal design and is the topic of discussion in
the next subsection.

3.1.1

Synchronization Signal

In the LTE standard, each BS (known as the evolved NodeB or eNB) periodically transmits two signals: the Primary Synchronization Signal (PSS)
and the Secondary Synchronization Signal (SSS) [29]. The UE searches for
the BS by scanning various frequency bands for the presence of these signals.
The UE first searches for the PSS that provides a coarse estimate of received
power. For simplification, there are only three PSS signals and one of them is
transmitted. After the detection of PSS, UE searches for SSS. The SSS can
belong to a larger set of 168 waveforms. The detected index of PSS and SSS
waveforms together convey the eNB cell identity. As there are 3 PSS signals
and 168 SSS signal, upto (168)(3) = 504 cell identities can be communicated
with the two signal indices. After detecting an eNB through the cell search,
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next steps of extraction of system information and random access process
occur to conclude IA.
To understand the dynamics of synchronization signal, we refer the reader
to Fig. 3.2. The figure shows the structure of a time slot, which contains
two parts. The first part is for beam alignment and the second for data
transmission. Beam alignment is a process that can take time depending on
the particular cell search algorithm used. Once the beams of BS and UE have
been aligned, then data can be transferred. As seen from Fig. 3.2, during the
beam alignment phase, the synchronization signal is transmitted periodically
with a period Tper for Tsig s. Depending on the particular beamwidth used,
Tsig is transmitted in each sector and the search process stops once the beams
between transmitter and receiver are aligned. Since it takes time to learn
direction between BS and UE, we next summarize some important directional
beamforming techniques. Note that the focus of our study is on cell search,
the direction beamforming literature has been over-viewed to make the thesis
self-contained.

3.1.2

Directional Beamforming

For directional beamforming, the well established direction learning methods in signal processing literature, such as MUltiple Signal Classification
(MUSIC) and Estimation of Signal Parameters via Rotational Invariance
Techniques (ESPRIT), offer increased complexity in the mmWave regime
[47, 74, 76]. Realizing the need for low complexity beamforming approaches,
Raghavan et al. [62,63] studied initial UE discovery in mmWave systems and
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proposed the structure of an optimal beamformer with per-antenna gain and
phase control.
The alignment between transmitter and receiver is a time consuming process, and this trade-off is widely known in literature as alignment-throughput
trade-off. To elaborate, a wider beam reduces alignment overhead but also
provides reduced directivity gains. Furthermore, existing mmWave standards
schedule only one transmission per time slot. Shokri-Ghadikolaei et al. [80]
proposed two standard-compliant approximation algorithms (that rely on underestimation and overestimation of interference), which maximize spectral
reuse while providing constraints on the directionality level and number of
concurrent transmissions that could be pursued. A key result found by their
research is the fact that narrow beams in-general are not optimal.
Abu-Shaban et al. [7] examined two beamforming schemes, random-phase
beamforming (RPBF) and directional beamforming (DBF) and showed by
simulation results that RPBF is more appropriate as it attains a lower cramer
rao bound (CRB) with fewer beams in comparison to DBF. Barati et al.
[19, 20] studied the issue of directional cell search with mmWave systems
along three design questions; first, how mmWave UE keeps track of direction
of arrival of synchronization signal from BS, second, whether omnidirectional
or randomly varying directional search is a better option for the mmWave BS,
and the effect of using analog or digital beamforming at the UE. Their two
key findings are that digital beamforming outperforms analog beamforming
and omnidirectional transmission outperforms random directional scanning.
We further refer the reader to [62, 63], for a thorough understanding on
the efficacy of different beamforming approaches for initial UE discovery in
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mmWave systems.
Having laid some foundation on the design challenges and the current
literature that exists on IA, we now move towards the main objective of this
dissertation, i.e., cell search with mmWave systems.

Chapter 4
Withstanding the Obstacles:
Cell Search Schemes
“Coming together is a beginning; keeping together is
progress; working together is success.”— Henry Ford
The IA process of LTE can not be used with mmWave systems due to
range mismatch problem and additional sensitivity to blockage. Realizing
the need for new cell search schemes, researchers have proposed three key
algorithms, i.e., exhaustive, iterative, and context-information (CI) based cell
search that cater for range mismatch problem and sensitivity to blockage [39].
While studying these algorithms, detection probability and discovery delay
are the two key parameters that need to be taken into account. Note that
the focus of this dissertation is only on downlink transmission. As CI-based
search scheme uses exhaustive search in downlink, so we do not go into
its details as results from exhaustive search can simply be extended to it.
Interested reader is however referred to [24, 41].
23
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It is important to mention the noticeable work of Giordani et al. [39]
that served as a foundation for our work. Nevertheless, their work lacks a
mathematical foundation for deeply investigating the algorithms. We enhance the existing study by first quantifying the already proposed cell search
schemes (i.e., exhaustive and iterative). The mathematical framework developed for this purpose serves as the building block for hybrid algorithm, which
achieves a desirable balance between detection probability and discovery delay. In addition to that, this is the first work to also consider the effect of
UE orientation on discovery delay; a parameter that has not been explored
in detail before.
The first well established cell search algorithm proposed in literature,
namely, exhaustive search provides a very good detection probability but
takes a longer duration to discover the UE in comparison to iterative search
approach [39,46]. Iterative search [12], because of iteratively narrowing down
search beams outperforms exhaustive search in terms of discovery delay but
has a low detection probability. Thus, there is an inevitable trade-off between
these two algorithms. We can either achieve high detection probability and
high discovery delay (exhaustive search) or low detection probability and
low discovery delay (iterative search). A desirable balance between detection
probability and discovery delay is indeed possible and is the main contribution of this dissertation. We will go into its details in section 4.3, but first
we discuss the well established cell search algorithms in literature.
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Figure 4.1: Exhaustive Search.

4.1

Exhaustive Search

In this method, the BS starts its search for UE by transmitting the synchro◦
, for Tsig seconds (s)
nization signal, Tsyn , with a search beamwidth BWEX

in a particular sector. Let NEX be a positive integer that denotes the total
number of search sectors, then we have

NEX =

360◦
◦
BWEX

(4.1)

◦
= 10◦ , then NEX = 36. These 36 search sectors
For example, if BWEX
◦
using BWEX
= 10◦ are shown in Fig. 4.1 (left). Let I = {1, 2, ......NEX } is a

set that represents the index of sectors. Note that we have assumed sectored
approximation, i.e., the gain provided by search beam is constant throughout
the sector i ∈ I as shown in Fig. 4.1 (right). The search region spanned by
the beam for a particular i ∈ I is found as
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◦
θS◦ = (i − 1)BWEX
,

θE◦

=

(4.2)

◦
(i)BWEX
,

where θS◦ marks the start of the beam and θE◦ identifies the end of a beam.
Hence, in the above example, for i = 1, the search beam spans the region, 0◦
to 10◦ .
If G(θ) is the total antenna gain, then

G(θ) = GT x + GRx + BF GainT x + BF GainRx ,

(4.3)

where GT x and GRx are the antenna gains due to omnidirectional transmission at the transmitter and receiver, respectively, while BF GainT x and
BF GainRx are gains due to beamforming at the transmitter and receiver,
respectively. BF Gain at either the BS or UE is defined as

BF Gain = E ∗ D,

(4.4)

where E is the antenna efficiency and the directivity, D is given as

D=

4π
,
BW ◦

(4.5)

Now, Tsyn passes through a channel that can be line-of-sight (LoS) or nonline-of-sight (NLoS). Let the path loss experienced by the signal be


 ρ + 10αL log(r) + χL
Lmm (r) =

 ρ + 10α log(r) + χ
N

N

if link is LoS
otherwise

(4.6)
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Table 4.1: Algorithm For Exhaustive Search
◦

360
1. Set NEX = BW
◦ .
EX
2. Set i = 1.
◦
3. BS transmits pilot signal with beamwidth BWEX
in i for
Tsig (s).
4. UE estimates τ .
5. if (τ ≥ αth )
6.
Link established.
7. else {
8.
if (i ≤ NEX )
9.
i = i + 1, wait for Tper (s) and repeat process from step 3.
10. else
11.
terminate. }

Here, ρ denotes a fixed path loss factor, αL & αN are the path loss
exponents for LoS and NLoS mmWave links respectively, and χL & χN are
the zero mean log normal random variables for LoS and NLoS mmWave links,
respectively, which represent shadowing or blockage [57].
If UE receives a signal from the BS, then the power received, Pr , is expressed
as
Pr =

Pt G(θ)µ
,
Lmm (r)

(4.7)

where Pt is the transmit power and µ is the squared envelope of multipath
fading where the envelope follows a Rayleigh or Rician distribution depending
on whether the UE-BS link is NLoS or LoS, respectively [57]. The SNR, τ is
calculated as
τ=

Pr
,
σ2

(4.8)

where σ 2 represents the noise power. A decision regarding the establishment
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of a BS-UE link is made, such that


 τ ≥ αth

 τ < αth

Link established

(4.9)

Link not established

where αth is the SNR threshold.
If UE is not present in a particular search sector, then the BS waits for
Tper (s) and repeats the entire process for the next sector. This process
continues until the BS has found UE, or the BS has searched in all sectors,
i.e., i = NEX , but could not find a UE. The algorithm is summarized in
Table 4.1.
Assuming a UE has been detected with probability Pd , we now define the
discovery delay, which is the time required to discover the user. For the sake
of simplicity, we are considering only the effect of UE orientation and search
beamwidth on discovery delay. Let UE be located at x◦ with respect to the
BS, then the discovery delay for exhaustive search, DDEX , is computed as
DDEX = (i)Tsig + (i − 1)Tper , (for i ∈ I)
subject to:

(4.10)

τ ≥ αth

As an example, consider a UE located at 55◦ with respect to BS. Given
◦
that UE has been detected for i = 6 by using a BWEX
= 10◦ that covers the

search space from θS◦ = 50◦ to θE◦ = 60◦ ; discovery delay for UE calculated
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using (4.10) is DDEX = 1060µs (where Tsig = 10µs and Tper = 200µs [39]).
This example is graphically shown in Fig. 4.1.

4.2

Iterative Search

Consider a BS searching for UE by deploying iterative search. Iterative
search successively narrows down search beam until a suitable link with UE
has been established. Let NIT be a positive integer that denotes the number
of search sectors, then
NIT = m,

(4.11)

where m is a positive integer that can take on values that are greater than
1. For example, if the bisection method is used then m = 2 and the entire
search area is divided into two beams, each having a beamwidth of 180◦ . On
the other hand, if m = 3, then the entire search space will be covered using
three beams, each having a beamwidth of 120◦ .
To understand iterative search, let us introduce the concept of Stages. Iterative search successively narrows down search beams; this narrowing down
of search beam occurs in a particular stage, S. Let Stages be the upper
bound on the number of stages, i.e., S ≤ Stages.1

◦
If BWIT
is the search beamwidth for a particular stage S, then
S

◦
BWIT
=
S
1

360◦
,
mS

(4.12)

Note that Stages is a design parameter. Its value depends on the narrowest allowable
search beam that antenna arrays at the transmitter and receiver can support.
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Table 4.2: Algorithm For Iterative Search
1. Set S = 1, where S represents the stage in hierarchical search.
2. Set NIT = m.
3. Set i = 1.
◦
◦
4. Set BWIT
= 360
.
mS
S
◦
5. BS transmits pilot signal with beamwidth, BWIT
, in i for
S
Tsig (s).
6. UE estimates τ .
7. if (τ ≥ αth )
8.
Link established.
9. else if (τ ≥ αS ) and (S ≤ Stages)
10.
S = S + 1 and repeat from step 3.
11. else {
12.
if (i ≤ NIT )
13.
i = i + 1, wait for Tper (s) and repeat from step 5.
14.
else
15.
terminate.}

A similar process to that of exhaustive search follows here. Let I = {1, ...., NIT },
then the search space spanned by the beam for a particular i ∈ I at a certain
stage S is given by
◦
+ θS◦ (S − 1),
θS◦ (S) = (i − 1)BWIT
S

θE◦ (S)

=

◦
(i)BWIT
S

+

θS◦ (S

(4.13)

− 1),

where θS◦ (S) and θE◦ (S) mark the beginning and end of the search beam at
a certain level S for a particular i ∈ I while θS◦ (S − 1) is the angular offset
from the previous stage.
If UE has received signal from the BS, it measures τ by using Eqs. (4.3 –
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4.8). Subsequently, we define the following scheme for link establishment



τ ≥ αth ,



τ ≥ αS ,




 τ < αS ,

Link established
Narrow down search in this sector

(4.14)

UE is not present in this sector

where αth is the desired threshold at which a decision regarding the establishment of a link is made and αS is a loose threshold that identifies the region
that should be narrowed down to locate UE. The algorithm is summarized
in Table 4.2.
The discovery delay for iterative algorithm is the sum of the delay incurred
at a stage, DDS , at which the UE has been tracked (i.e., τ ≥ αS ) and the
stage at which UE has been found (i.e., τ ≥ αth ). Mathematically
DDS = (i)Tsig + (i − 1)Tper ,
subject to:
τ ≥ αth
(4.15)

and
DDS = (NIT )Tsig + (NIT − 1)Tper ,
subject to:
τ ≥ αS
Hence, the total delay for iterative search, DDIT , is defined as
Stages

DDIT =

X

DDS ,

S=1

subject to the constraint that UE has been detected.

(4.16)
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Example
Assume the use of bisection method, i.e., m = 2; bisection method bisects
the search space and selects the region where UE lies for further processing.
The process continues until UE has been found or S > Stages. Consider
a UE located at 55◦ with respect to the BS. Let Stages = 4, and initial
condition θS◦ (0) = 0◦ , then search starts with












































S = 1,
◦
= 180◦ , (using (4.12))
BWIT
1

i = 1,
θS◦ (1) = 0◦ , (using (4.13))
θE◦ (1) = 180◦ ,
i = 2,
θS◦ (1) = 180◦ ,
θE◦ (1) = 360◦ ,

Let τ ≥ αS for i = 1, then discovery delay calculated using (4.15) is
DD1 = 220µs. Since S ≤ Stages and τ < αth , we proceed to the next
step.
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Figure 4.2: Iterative Search.












































S = 2,
◦
BWIT
= 90◦ ,
2

i = 1,
θS◦ (2) = 0◦ + θS◦ (1), (since θS◦ (1) = 0◦ )
θE◦ (2) = 90◦ + θS◦ (1),
i = 2,
θS◦ (2) = 90◦ + θS◦ (1),
θE◦ (2) = 180◦ + θS◦ (1),

Similarly, if τ ≥ αS for i = 1, then DD2 , using (4.15), is 220µs and next
stage begins.
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S = 3,
◦
BWIT
= 45◦ ,
3

i = 1,
θS◦ (3) = 0◦ + θS◦ (2), (since θS◦ (2) = 0◦ )
θE◦ (3) = 45◦ + θS◦ (2),
i = 2,
θS◦ (3) = 45◦ + θS◦ (2),
θE◦ (3) = 90◦ + θS◦ (2),

Likewise, τ ≥ αS for i = 2, discovery delay for S = 3 is DD3 = 220µs.












































S = 4,
◦
BWIT
= 22.5◦ ,
4

i = 1,
θS◦ (4) = 45◦ + θS◦ (3), (since θS◦ (3) = 0◦ )
θE◦ (4) = 67.5◦ + θS◦ (3),
i = 2,
θS◦ (4) = 67.5◦ + θS◦ (3),
θE◦ (4) = 90◦ + θS◦ (3),

If τ ≥ αth , then a link between BS-UE has been established. The total
discovery delay in the view of above example is

DDIT = DD1 + DD2 + DD3 + DD4 = 670µs,
Otherwise, if τ < αth at S = 4, the search process terminates and this
becomes a case of misdetection. This example case is summarized in Fig.
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4.2.

4.3

Hybrid Search

We aim to combine the strengths of exhaustive search and iterative search
and propose a hybrid algorithm that outperforms iterative in terms of misdetection probability and exhaustive in terms of discovery delay.
To be precise, the BS first implements iterative search after which exhaustive search begins. Let NHY be a positive integer that defines the number of
search sectors, such that

NHY =




NIT = m,







subject to:






S ≤ Stages, τ < αth




(4.17)



◦

BWIT

S

N
=
,

◦
EX

BWEX





subject to:





 S > Stages, τ < α
th
Iterative search tracks down UE by using wide beams. Following that, exhaustive search exhaustively scans the targeted region in order to establish
◦
a suitable link. Let us define BWHY
as the search beam for hybrid scheme,
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then

◦
BWHY
=


◦

◦

BWIT
= 360

mS
S






subject to:






S ≤ Stages, τ < αth




(4.18)





◦

BWEX







subject to:





 S > Stages, τ < α
th

Following in the footsteps of exhaustive and iterative search, let us define
I = {1, ......, NHY }. The region spanned by the beam for a particular i ∈ I
at a specific stage, S, is given as
◦
+ θS◦ (S − 1),
θS◦ (S) = (i − 1)BWHY

(4.19)

◦
+ θS◦ (S − 1),
θE◦ (S) = (i)BWHY

If UE is present in the current sector of search, then τ is measured using
Eqs. (4.3 – 4.8). The decision regarding the establishment of a UE-BS link
is made using (4.14). The algorithm is summarized in Table 4.3. Discovery
delay for hybrid search, DDHY , is

DDHY = DDIT + DDEX ,

(4.20)

where DDEX is calculated using (4.10) and DDIT is given by (4.15, 4.16).
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Table 4.3: Algorithm For Hybrid Search
1. Set S = 1, where S represents the stage in hierarchical search.
2. Set NHY = m sectors.
◦
◦
◦
◦
= 360
= BWIT
.
3. Set BWIT
and BWHY
mS
S
S
4. Set i = 1.
◦
, in i for
5. BS transmits pilot signal with beamwidth, BWHY
Tsig (s).
6. UE estimates τ .
7. if (τ ≥ αth )
8.
Link established.
9. else if (τ ≥ αS ) and (S ≤ Stages)
10.
S = S + 1, repeat from step 3.
11. else if (S > Stages)
12.
Start exhaustive search.
◦
◦
.
= BWEX
13.
Set BWHY
BW ◦

S
14.
Set NHY = BWIT
and repeat from step 4.
◦
EX
15. else {
16.
if (i ≤ NHY )
17.
i = i + 1, wait for Tper (s), and repeat from step 5.
18.
else
19.
terminate.}
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Example
Consider an example wherein UE is situated 55◦ with respect to the BS. Let
◦
m = 2, Stages = 3, BWEX
= 10◦ , and initial condition θS◦ (0) = 0◦ . The

search
 begins with


NHY = NIT = 2,







S = 1,





◦
◦


BWHY
= BWIT
= 180◦ ,

1





i = 1,



θS◦ (1) = 0◦ ,





θE◦ (1) = 180◦ ,







i = 2,







θS◦ (1) = 180◦ ,





 θ◦ (1) = 360◦ ,
E
Let τ ≥ αS for i = 1. The delay incurred at S = 1, using (4.15), is 220µs.
Since
 a suitable link has not been established, so the next stages begins.


NHY = NIT = 2,







S = 2,





◦
◦


BWHY
= BWIT
= 90◦ ,

2





i = 1,



θS◦ (2) = 0◦ + θS◦ (1), (since θS◦ (1) = 0◦ )





θ◦ (2) = 90◦ + θS◦ (1),


 E




i = 2,





 θ◦ (2) = 90◦ + θ◦ (1),


S
S




 θ◦ (2) = 180◦ + θ◦ (1),
E
S
Assume τ ≥ αS for i = 1, the delay incurred at S = 2 is 220µs (using Eq.
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4.15). Since S ≤ Stages, the next stage begins.




















































NHY = NIT = 2,
S = 3,
◦
◦
BWHY
= BWIT
= 45◦ ,
3

i = 1,
θS◦ (3) = 0◦ + θS◦ (2), (since θS◦ (2) = 0◦ )
θE◦ (3) = 45◦ + θS◦ (2),
i = 2,
θS◦ (3) = 45◦ + θS◦ (2),
θE◦ (3) = 90◦ + θS◦ (2),

Suppose τ ≥ αS for i = 2, but link has not been established. Since S =
Stages, exhaustive search starts. Note that delay incurred at S = 3 is 220µs.
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NHY = NEX ≈ 5,
◦
◦
BWHY
= BWEX
= 10◦ ,

i = 1,
θS◦ (4) = 45◦ + θS◦ (3), (since θS◦ (3) = 0◦ )
θE◦ (4) = 55◦ + θS◦ (3),
i = 2,
θS◦ (4) = 55◦ + θS◦ (3),
θE◦ (4) = 65◦ + θS◦ (3),
i = 3,





















































θS◦ (4) = 65◦ + θS◦ (3),
θE◦ (4) = 75◦ + θS◦ (3),
i = 4,
θS◦ (4) = 75◦ + θS◦ (3),
θE◦ (4) = 85◦ + θS◦ (3),
i = 5,
θS◦ (4) = 85◦ + θS◦ (3),
θE◦ (4) = 90◦ + θS◦ (3),

Assuming τ ≥ αth for i = 2, a suitable link between BS and UE has been
established. The delay experienced at this level is 220µs (using Eq. 4.10).
The total delay is the sum of the delays experienced during both iterative
and exhaustive search, and is found to be 880µs (using (4.20)). This example
is pictorially shown in Fig. 4.3.
Having discussed the three cell search algorithms, we next move towards
performing a comparative analysis among them in order to show the balanced
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Figure 4.3: Hybrid Search.
trade-off between detection probability and discovery delay that is achieved
by hybrid algorithm.

Chapter 5
Comparative Analysis
“If you have built castles in the air, your work need not
be lost; that is where they should be. Now put the foundations under them.”— Henry David Thoreau

5.1

Simulation Environment

In harmony with Henry’s thoughts, we next explain the simulation environment developed for the purpose of performance evaluation. We have ignored
rain attenuation, atmospheric, and molecular absorption losses since these
losses do not add any significant additional path loss within a cell radius
of 200m, which is the cell size in our scenario. Next, we assume that BSs
can produce a beam of 5◦ , 10◦ , and 20◦ [79]. It is important to mention
that mmWave systems provide sparse scattering environment and are used
in combination with µ-Wave BS in order to reduce the problem of intermittency in the mmWave links. Our system model contains only one mmWave
42
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Table 5.1: Simulation Parameters
fc
Pt
E
Gtx
Grx
UE position
BF
Tsig
Tper
αS
αth
NF

73 GHz
30dBm
Assuming 100%
24.5 dBi
24.5 dBi
Randomly generated (unless stated otherwise)
Analog beamforming.
10 µs
200 µs
20 dB
40 dB (unless stated otherwise)
10dB

BS and one UE, and the problem of intermittency in the links has been incorporated by appropriate channel modeling. This assumption of one BS and
one UE is in accordance with [12]. The design of synchronization signal used
in the simulation environment is same as shown in Fig. 3.2. For simplicity,
we consider that BS implements analog beamforming.
The performance of the three algorithms is compared in terms of two parameters: misdetection probability and discovery delay, which are measured
against varying SNR, distance, and UE orientation. Misdetection probability
depends on a number of factors, such as distance, received SNR, search beam
width, and LoS or NLoS channel. In our simulations, channel is generated as
LoS or NLoS by following a uniform random distribution and approximated
using Monte Carlo simulations (105 times). The simulation parameters are
summarized in Table 5.1. Once a UE has been detected then discovery delay
depends on user orientation with respect to the BS and the search beam
width used.
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Figure 5.1: Exhaustive Search vs αth for BW◦ = 5◦ , 10◦ , and 20◦ .

5.2

Effect of SNR

We first discuss the effect of using different search beams on misdetection
probability and discovery delay. For this purpose, we vary αth , and plot
misdetection probability and discovery delay for exhaustive, iterative, and
hybrid search schemes in Fig. 5.1, 5.2, and Fig. 5.3 respectively. Note that
UE can be located anywhere in the cell at a fixed distance of r = 95m (in
order to see the performance at edge users).
Consider a BS that is implementing exhaustive search. It is searching for a
UE by using three different beamwidths: 5◦ , 10◦ , and 20◦ . The corresponding
misdetection probability and discovery delay are plotted in Fig. 5.1. It can be
seen that among the three search beams, using a 20◦ is most efficient because
it provides low discovery delay while having same misdetection probability
as a 5◦ beam. In terms of hardware constraints, creating a 5◦ beam consumes
more power and energy in comparison to a 20◦ beam. Thus, the selection of
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Figure 5.2: Iterative Search vs αth for Stages = 6, 5 and 4.
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an appropriate search beam depends on a particular environment and using
a narrowest beam for search may not be optimal in some cases.
In order to produce the desired search beams of 5◦ , 10◦ , and 20◦ using
a BS that is deploying iterative search; the number of Stages need to be
controlled. In particular, Stages = 6, 5, and 4 will create the required beams
as shown in Fig. 5.2. It can be seen from the figure that discovery delay using
iterative search is same for all three beamwidths, but there is a difference in
misdetection probability. Since the main aim is to discover UE and discovery
◦
delay for all three search beams is same, thus Stages = 6 or BWIT
= 5.625◦
6

is the best choice in this case. The same explanation follows for hybrid search,
where Stages = 3 is fixed and different search beams are used.

Comparison
Without loss of generality, we have fixed the narrowest allowable search beam
◦
at 10◦ in order to have a fair comparison [9]. Thus, BWEX
= 10◦ for exhaus-

tive search, which is equivalent to m = 2, Stages = 5 for iterative search.
◦
= 10◦ , m = 2, and Stages = 3 for hybrid search. The
Similarly, BWEX

results are plotted in Fig. 5.4. It can be seen that hybrid lies midway between exhaustive and iterative in terms of its performance. Moreover, Fig.
5.5 shows two sets of results; one set is plotted at r = 10m and the second
at r = 95m. It can be seen that misdetection probability is low at 10m as
compared to 95m, which is intuitive because of a decrease in SNR for the
latter case. Note that each simulation point on the graph is estimated using Monte Carlo simulation with 105 iterations. Again note that exhaustive
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Figure 5.6: Exhaustive search vs distance for BW◦ = 5◦ , 10◦ , and 20◦ .
search provides the lowest misdetection probability while the proposed hybrid
algorithm lies in between exhaustive and iterative in terms of performance.

5.3

Effect of Distance

Next, we study the effect of distance on misdetection probability. For this
purpose, we increase the distance between BS and UE in 10m increments
from 10m to 200m. In this case, we have fixed αth at 40dB. In order to
see the effect of using BW ◦ = 5◦ , 10◦ , and 20◦ for a particular cell search
algorithm with varying distance, we have plotted the results in Fig. 5.6, Fig.
5.7, and Fig. 5.8.
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Figure 5.7: Iterative search vs distance for Stages = 6, 5, and 4.
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Figure 5.8: Hybrid search vs distance for BW◦ = 5◦ , 10◦ , and 20◦ .
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Figure 5.9: Comparison between exhaustive, iterative, and hybrid with regard to distance for BW◦ = 10◦ .

Comparison
A comparison among the three cell search schemes for increasing distance is
shown in Fig. 5.9. It can be seen from the figure that misdetection probability increases with increasing distance and hybrid algorithm lies mid-way
between exhaustive and iterative in terms of its performance. Once the UE
has been detected, the discovery delay is calculated using respective equations for exhaustive, iterative, and hybrid algorithms and averaged over 105
trials. It can be seen that exhaustive search has high discovery delay (around
7.5ms) in comparison to iterative and hybrid schemes.

5.4

Effect of UE Orientation

Following this, we study the effect of UE orientation on misdetection probability and discovery delay. To do that, we vary the position of UE from 9◦
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Figure 5.12: Hybrid vs UE orientation for BW◦ = 5◦ , 10◦ , and 20◦ .
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Figure 5.13: Comparison between exhaustive, iterative, and hybrid with regard to UE orientation for BW◦ = 10◦ .
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Table 5.2: Comparison between Cell Search Algorithms
Issue of Interest
Exhaustive
Detection Probability High
Discovery Delay
High
Robustness to UE ori- No
entation
Degrees of freedom
One

Iterative
Reasonable
Low
Yes

Hybrid
Reasonable
Reasonable
Yes

Two

Three

to 359◦ in 10◦ increments. We have fixed the radius at r = 95m to see the
algorithm’s performance for edge users. The discussion in this section follow
suit. The effect of using different search beams with a particular cell search
algorithm is shown in Fig. 5.10, Fig. 5.11, and Fig. 5.12.

Comparison
In order to do a comparative analysis between the three algorithms, we are
using αth = 50dB since this is a threshold at which all three algorithms give
same misdetection probability. With all three algorithms having same misdetection probability, we can easily see an algorithm’s robustness to initial
UE orientation. This is due to the fact that once the orientation of user
is determined, the BS saves it location and no search is required next time
given that UE is not mobile and has not changed its location. The results
are plotted in Fig. 5.13. It can be seen that exhaustive search is most sensitive to initial UE orientation while iterative and hybrid are relatively robust
to this parameter. The misdetection probability for all three algorithms lie
within acceptable limits (i.e., 0.2).
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Another very interesting insight that can be inferred from the above discussion is that hybrid algorithm offer more degrees of freedom in comparison
to exhaustive and iterative. Depending on the dynamics of the location,
hybrid algorithm can be adjusted to meet the performance specifications.
The main conclusions deduced from the simulation results are summarized
in Table 5.2.

Chapter 6
Conclusions and Future Work
“If you’re walking down the right path and you’re willing to keep walking, eventually you’ll make progress.”—
Barack Obama
In this dissertation, we first discussed the key characteristics of mmWave
systems that distinguish them from legacy systems. These noticeable features
are high isotropic path loss, which is compensated for by using directional
transmission. Due to small wavelengths and directionality, mmWave systems are highly sensitive to blockage by humans as well as obstacle. Thus,
coordination mechanisms become a key concern with mmWaves. In particular, this work focused on IA. The existing literature on IA scheme of LTE
helped in providing the design of synchronization signal, which was later
used in designing the novel cell search algorithm. The developed algorithm,
called hybrid algorithm, combined the strengths of exhaustive and iterative
schemes, thereby achieving a high detection probability than iterative search
and low discovery delay than exhaustive search. This result was validated by
55
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measuring the detection probability and discovery delay against three parameters that are αth , distance, and UE orientation. The simulation results show
that hybrid search achieves a performance that is better than exhaustive in
terms of discovery delay and has good detection probability in comparison
to iterative.
The suitability of a particular beamforming design, i.e., analog , digital,
and hybrid architecture for a specific environment is a critical design concern.
As part of our future work, we aim to investigate the performance of cell
search algorithms with digital and hybrid architectures. The major effect of
using a digital or hybrid architecture is in terms of discovery delay as digital
and hybrid allows the use of multiple beams per time slot. Furthermore,
the use of reconfigurable antennas will provide much more flexibility than
fixed antenna gains [22], this is another area ripe for research. As mmWave
systems are highly sensitive to blockage, so the idea of using backup BS that
could be used in the case when connection with primary BS is lost or for the
purpose of smooth handover is another exciting venture in this domain [40].
We aim to investigate these issues as part of our future work.
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